Modified F-Class Rifle Match:
The normal F-Class is shot @ 300yds or 600yds, it is divided into two classes and it is shot in the prone
position.
We modified the F-class to our club members in three different ways; we added a Rimfire class and we
shoot this match @ 100yds. This match can be shot in the prone position or off the bench, pending on
the shooters. The target size were reduced from 300yds to 100yds.
1). Restricted class-------You can use a bipod and a sandbag.
2). Open Class-------------You can use a rifle bench rest and a sandbag and/or a rear bench rest/
monopod.
3). Rimfire Class---------- any goes in this class
Type of Sights that can be used in F-class matches: you can use any type of scope or any type of open
sights in any of these classes
Type of firearms that can be used in the Modified F-Class matches:
You can use a Bolt action, Lever action, Pump, and/or Semi-auto rifles.
During the rifle match you must manually load one round at a time.
In a normal F-Class match, Restricted Class, you could only use .223 and/or 308 caliber.
In a normal F-Class match, Open Class, you could any caliber up to 35 caliber.
In our modified F- Class, Restricted and Open Class you can use any caliber up to 40 caliber.
In the Rimfire Class you could use either a 17/22 caliber.
Modified F-Class Matches are held on the third Friday of each month. Setup time: 8:00 am. And the start
time is 9:00am.
Amount of Ammo that is needed for the Modified F-Class Match is 34 rounds, 30 rounds for scoring and
4 rounds for spotters. The shooter has 30 minutes to engage 6 targets, 5 rounds per target and that
includes the 4 spotters.

